The low-rate speech quality evaluation has an obvious error for the uncertain factors with multi-source, heterogeneous and time-varying. This paper proposed a new model to measure the error of the speech quality evaluation based on entropy (SQEE). The gray correlation analysis among the factors but also the uncertain entropy was designed to keep the model optimization and equivalence. What's more, the parameters of determinacy and sensitivity were proposed to measure the accuracy and the efficiency. After the theory and simulation, the new method enhanced the error of the traditional methods (PESQ, PQSM) about 30% below the 250 ms-delay.
Introduction
Satellite mobile communication signal can effectively cover the signal-fade area of the ground mobile communication, which has widely applied in the field of oil, transportation, electric, emergency and other industries.
Voice service is the important service of satellite mobile communications, the quality of the voice will directly influence the perceptual clarity, intelligibility and naturalness of user voice sensation. However, for the channel fading, pronunciation characteristics, hearing ability, voice codec performance or many other factors, there are a great uncertainty of the voice evaluation. What's more, the multi-source, heterogeneous and time-varying of uncertainty is hard to measure. As Fig. 1 shows the satellite mobile network.
According the rage shown below, this paper measured the uncertainty of different factors. The Table I shown below, As the Fig. 2(a) show, the high voice data packet loss will degrade the voice quality. In this system, the satellite channel packet loss rate is generally 8%∼14%, the voice quality is limited.
As the Fig. 2(b) show the greater speech frame length, the higher the quality of voice is. In this system, the speech frame length is 20 ms∼40 ms, greatly impact on speech quality.
As the Fig. 2(c) show, the voice quality will be influenced by the transmission delay. In this system, the satellite channel transmission delay is generally 450 ms∼600 ms.
As the Fig. 2(d) show, the lager voice data transmission jitter, the lower voice quality is.
Above all, How to measure the multi-source, heterogeneous and time-varying of uncertainty is important and hard in this paper.
After the actual auditory perception test in the Speech evaluation test environment, the error of speech quality evaluation algorithm is analyzed as Table II . The uncertainty evaluation methods mainly include the information entropy theory, D-S theory of evidence, Bias theory and fuzzy theory [1] . Pietro. P. and Dario Petri proposed an evaluation method to VOIP quality, which used the normal distribution function to get the mean and the probability distribution of the VOIP data from different test conditions, however, the lack of model to analyze the total uncertainty leads the error from the actual value [2] . Leopoldo Angrisani and Domenico capriglione designed an uncertainty analyzer based on VOIP protocol, which used the method of statistic to analyze the time delay, jitter, sampling rate, however the ignorance of the influence between different uncertain factors caused the error transition [3] . Yusuke Shinohara and Masami Akamine analyzed the uncertainty of the speech coder with Bayesian feature, which calculated the uncertainty from the nonlinear transfer with the Taylor series vector, however only considering the speech coder can't decrease the whole uncertainty [4] . Ying-Yi Li proposed a distortion bounds for the measured PESQ of speech coder, based on the condition-distortion and water-filling theory, which analyzed the variation of PESQ, but still can't consider the other uncertain factor except for the coder [5] .
Other field such as hydrological characteristics, irrigation of crops, navigation and battlefield situation always construct analysis model based on the Bayesian network to analyze the uncertainty [6, 7, 8, 9] .
Therefore, current the measure of speech quality evaluation mainly concentrate in VOIP and voice coder. The normal distribution function, the statistical regression and distortion are the main methods to analyze the time delay, jitter, coding distortion [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . And adjust the model by the data from the real network. But, the specific parameter uncertainty measure method can't satisfy with the complex, heterogeneous and time-varying multiple factors. The serious lag and the ignorance of the influence between different uncertain factors causes a great error.
This paper analyzes the relationship between the different factors and the voice quality with the real test data. Then proposed a new model to measure the error of the speech quality evaluation based on entropy. The gray correlation analysis among the factors but also the uncertain entropy was designed to keep the model optimization and equivalence. What's more, the parameters of determinacy and sensitivity were proposed to measure the accuracy and the efficiency.
Model and theory
For the analysis of the uncertainty from the voice, the factors influenced the quality should be clear. According the voice transmission, the factors are classificated into 4 species, the user terminals, users, channel and environment.
As the Fig. 3 shown, the factors can be described as follow: Every factors would influence the measure of uncertainty from the speech quality evaluation. Even the factors between each other would lead a greater error, which so called the error transmission. Design a new model to measure the error of the speech quality evaluation based on entropy. Analyze the influence to the uncertainty affected by different factors.
The uncertainty entropy of low-rate speech quality (SQEE)
Before the design of the new model, the influence factors of speech quality is assumed as the random variation, the speech quality is the target value. According to the information entropy theory, voice quality uncertainty can be expressed as follow:
HðYÞ means the uncertainty of the speech quality Y; IðX; YÞ is the mean mutual information, which expresses the influence by different factors;
HðY j XÞ ¼ HðYÞ À IðX; YÞ ð 2Þ
HðY j XÞ is the uncertainty caused by different factors, which is described as the uncertainty entropy of low speech quality (SQEE). SQEE consists of the sum of different factors uncertainty, and the uncertainty of factors have a gray effect rage. Therefore, the key to the measure of voice quality is to measure the certain and uncertain items of the factors X, which would ensure the relationship between the uncertainty caused by factors X.
Assume there are n species of factors, the amount of the quality value is m, so the total uncertainty of the voice quality is HðY j XÞ ¼
i ¼ 1; 2; 3 Á Á Á ; n, after the interval mean process, the elements of matrix can be expressed as
Which, x max j , x min j means the maximum and the minimum of the uncertainty, the different gray feature would be zoomed obviously and keep the equivalence of each factor.
Considered the correlation between different factor uncertainties, such as the uncertainty from the voice coder will affect the uncertainty by the channel performance, that's the common uncertainty of factors, the sum of the uncertainty is uncertain too. Therefore to eliminate the effect of common uncertain is to decrease the correlation between the uncertain from different factor.
And, according formula (1), we get the gradient of the uncertainty,
Set a reference factor index,
and uncertainty evaluation index,
X i is distributed of the probability F, the observed distance is p, there are n times observation under every distance. Which i ≠ 0; ; are the mean and the variation, so the mean error of X i is
Considered the error from the observed distance, its error is
The total uncertainty affection is
Which contains the uncertainty from the direct factors and the Cumulative uncertainty from the each factor.
Meanwhile the Mutual information is
IðX; YÞ ¼ À
IðX; YÞ ¼ logð2Þ
The gray correlation analysis among among SQEE
The uncertainty entropy of low-rate speech quality (SQEE) has established a base model to analysis the uncertainty of evaluation. But the each uncertainty by each factor consisted of the total uncertainty are still unclear, which cause the evaluation error uncalculated. To make a gray correlation between each uncertainty from the factors, would decrease the common error. Therefore the paper propose a correlation index ij , which is the weighing value of evaluating the contributed uncertainty caused each factors. So the SQEE can be described as
Under the same observed factor, if the uncertainty caused by the target factors present the same or similar change trend, which means those target factors have a great gray correlation, in the other word, if the uncertainty caused by the target factors present the opposite change trend, which means those target factors have a small gray correlation. So correlation index ij is
In formula (14) , min i min j jx ij À x j j is the minimum of uncertainty gray correlation, max i max j kx ij À x j k is the maximum of uncertainty gray correlation. ρ is the resolution coefficient, which makes the correlation index ij have the smallest error. At that time, we can find how much factors contribute to the total uncertainty.
First, we get the likelihood function of ρ, and transfer it to the logarithm form.
lðÞ ¼ logðEð ij ÞÞ ð15Þ
Then, take the iteration of lðÞ many times. When lðÞ ðlterÞ À lðÞ ðlterÀ1Þ is smaller than or equal to the value of referenced error, we can get the value of ρ is 0.5, which mean the resolution coefficient take the smallest expected value. At the same time, formula (13) can be described as
3 The parameters of determinacy and sensitivity
For verification the correct of the model, the parameters of determinacy and sensitivity were proposed to measure the accuracy and the efficiency.
The parameters of determinacy
The parameters of determinacy is introduced from the hydrological model, which aims at the error of the measure to the hydrological uncertainty evaluation. To repeat calibration of the measured parameter and make the convergence of estimation error is the method to getting a minimum value. Assume the SQEE determinacy is R 2 , so we get,
Under different observation distance, Y ðestÞi is the evaluation of the speech quality, Y ðsimÞi is the real speech quality. The error of the evaluation of the speech quality is
Get formula (18) and (16) into formula (17),
For the lðÞ the smallest expected value, the determinacy R 2 gets the biggest value, so the uncertainty of the evaluation should be least.
The parameters of sensitivity
In order to analysis the uncertainty of the small changes by the factors from the model, the parameters of the sensitivity is introduced to the model, which can get the sensitivity of the model. Assume the sensitivity of the model is RS ij , 
RS
Then, taking the data from Table II into formula (19) , (20), we can get the sensitivity of model.
As the Table III shown, the item of time-delay, coder, noise, packet Loss would be the sensitivity of the uncertainty. 
Simulation and analysis
The SQEE test system is shown as the Fig. 4 .
In the system, there are a voice transmitted and received module, a voice coder and re-coder, a channel simulator as Satellite-Mobile-Communication, the subjective speech quality evaluation and the A-PESQ evaluation based on SQEE.
In order to test the performance of proposed model, we choose the test voice from the international standard ITU-TP-series speech database supplement 23, which randomly selected 10 male and 10 female voices as the original test sequences.
The data rate of speech coder are 1. In Fig. 6 , when delay is 0 ms, the evaluated mean of MOS is 3.009, the mean square error is 0.1; when delay is 100 ms, the evaluated mean of MOS is 3.110, the mean square error is 0.6, when delay is 200 ms, the evaluated mean of MOS is 3.218; the mean square error is 1.2, when delay is 600 ms, MOS value the mean value is 3.320, the mean square error is 1.6. That demonstrates, when time delay is low, the evaluated value is equivalent to the nominal value, and the average equivalent nominal value MOS value, and has a small fluctuation. As the delay increases, the error of the evaluation increases significantly and fluctuation serious. When the delay exceeds 100 ms, the mean square error has been close to the limit of tolerance values. The reason is that the delay have been beyond the frame length which is 60 ms, the decoder even can't recover the voice.
The performance under different coder algorithm
The performance of A-PESQ algorithm, PESQ algorithm and PQSM algorithm will be observed in this paper. We analysis the performance of those algorithm under different delay.
As the Fig. 7 shown, when time delay is less than 10 ms (that means time delay not exist), the performance of A-PESQ algorithm, PESQ algorithm and PQSM algorithm are similar, the standard deviation value is small. As the time delay increase gradually, during 20 ms to 250 ms, the deviation value of PQSM and PESQ is nearly 0.5, while the A-PESQ is about 0.2; when time delay is greater than 250 ms, the performance of three algorithms are substantially deviate from the standard value, the values are almost equal. Therefore, when the delay is less than 250 ms, the A-PESQ algorithm has better performance than PESQ and PQSM. 
The performance under different data rate
The observed data rate is 1.2 kbps, 2.4 kbps, 4 kbps, which is the targeted voice data rate of the satellite mobile communication. We choose 50 speech sequences of those kinds. The results use the statistics to take the different measured value under different nominal value. And the nominal value ranges from 0∼5. That means the simulation would test all the situation of the nominal value.
As the results shown in the Fig. 8 , when the voice quality is low (the nominal MOS is less than 3), the evaluation value of 1.2 Kbps voice quality have a greater error, the deviation of some would larger than 1, the evaluation value of 4 Kbps voice quality have a greater error; when the voice quality is gradually better, the evaluation value of those would become better; in a word, under the same nominal value of MO, contract to 1.2 Kbps, the voice of 2.4 Kbps, 4 Kbps get a better performance. It demonstrates the higher coder rate is, the better quality value is.
Conclusion
